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HELLO
When it comes to purchase decisions in the B2B space, things can get complicated. Investments
are significant, decision-makers are many and futures are on the line. Making the right decision
could be the difference between success and failure. All of this means that establishing trust with
your prospects is of paramount importance, and this is why content marketing is so critical;
failure to craft the perfect message could mean that your product gets overlooked.
Being of such criticality, Regalix conducted a study, ‘State of Content Marketing 2019’, to
understand what happens under the hood. We arrived upon some interesting numbers.
Concerningly, 72% of organizations do not even have a content maturity model. 50% of them cite
‘creating quality content’ as the single biggest challenge in content marketing. We can, however,
take heart from the fact that 77% of organizations intend to invest more in content marketing
over the coming year.
In this release of the Digital CMO Digest, we picked the brains of high-level content marketing
executives from top companies like Zendesk and MicroStrategy to get their thoughts on
relevant technologies, trends they’re seeing and much more. Their insights will help you better
understand where content marketing stands today and the path it will follow into the future.
Happy reading!

Nimish Vohra
Editor
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Content marketing
is all about putting
the audience at the
center
Monica Norton is Senior Director of Content Marketing at
Zendesk. She directs the company’s merry band of social media
and content wizards whose customer service and engagement
products are the power behind the best customer experiences. Long
before content marketing was a “thing,” Monica was generating
content – also known as writing – and doing PR for technology
companies like Salesforce, DigitalThink and Concur. A former
journalist and super fan of the serial comma, Monica has
wanted to be a writer ever since she penned her first (and
last) novel in the sixth grade.
Interviewed by Shwetha Mahesh
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// How has the content marketing
function evolved in your company over
the past few years?

Your audience must be at the center of your strategy. If
your product and your messaging are at the center, that’s
a product marketing strategy, and that’s okay because
product marketing is really important. But that’s not
content marketing – it has a different place in the marketing
funnel.

Thanks to our CMO and our data analytics team, our
content marketing has become much more data-driven
over the past two years. We now have better access to
more data about how our content performs, so we can
spend more time on content we know will be effective
while saying “no” to requests for content we know won’t
work.

And finally, accept that with true content marketing, the
biggest dividends pay off over time, not right away. Content
marketing is about building an audience of likely buyers; not
all of them are ready to buy something right now. Some
of them will, but many won’t. Your job is to keep them
interested and engaged with your content marketing until
the day they are ready to buy. When that day comes, you
will already be known and trusted due to the good and
helpful content you’ve provided.

Evolving consumer expectations are another big driver
of change, both for our content marketing and for the
business that Zendesk is in – customer experience
technologies. To continue on our successful path, we know
we must pay close attention to the new and different ways
that people want to interact with brands and continually
adjust how we develop, deliver and market our customer
service and engagement products.

// What tools and technologies do you
use for content marketing?
We use Newscred for our editorial calendar and planning,
and Sprout Social for our social scheduling, posting and
tracking. For social media customer care, we use Zendesk
(of course!).

// What challenges do you face while
planning your content marketing
strategy?

// What are the different metrics you
track to evaluate the effectiveness of
your content marketing strategy?

Our overall content marketing strategy doesn’t change;
the challenge comes in staying true to our strategy when
we get pulled in different directions. When stakeholders
approach our team for content, our editors and writers
work closely with them to ensure that the content we
deliver not only meets the goals of that stakeholder and
his or her audience but also is in line with our content
marketing strategy and with the Zendesk brand.

Our CMO is very data-driven, which I appreciate. We
track many different kinds of metrics on a monthly
and quarterly basis to evaluate the performance and
effectiveness of our content. We monitor consumption
metrics to gauge audience interest and the relevance of
our content (for example, number of visitors, page views,
social engagement, newsletter open rates). We also track
downstream, more sales-focused metrics to gauge the
effectiveness of our content in attracting visitors who
ultimately evaluate Zendesk and buy from us (for example,
leads, touches, pipeline attribution, bookings).

// What are the things to be kept in mind
before devising a content marketing
strategy?
First of all, recognize that your strategy should articulate
the audience, focus and goals of your content marketing
program. “Publish two blog posts a week” is not a strategy.
“Let’s do a podcast” is not a strategy.
Second, remember that true content marketing is about
building enduring relationships with your target audience.
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// Does content differ with respect to the
channel of distribution? Which channels
have you found to be the most effective in
reaching out to your customers?

// How relevant is content marketing
today, especially considering the
abundance of content available to
consumers?

We find that the type of content and the right distribution
channel really depends on the audience and the message.
Just like with architecture, form follows function. Once we
understand the audience and message, we can work with
the content requesters and/or stakeholders to determine
the best format – or formats – and channels for the
content.

The abundance – some say deluge – of content available
today makes true content marketing more relevant
than ever. When it comes to content, you’re not vying
with your competitors for your audience’s attention.
You’re competing with a TED Talk on YouTube and their
Instagram feed, and also the trailer for the new season
of Game of Thrones.

// Do you think it is better to have an
in-house content marketing team or
to outsource such services (including
ideation, content creation and
marketing)?

To rise above the noise and get your audience’s attention,
you have to create content that is entirely focused on
your audience and their wants and needs, not about what
you want to tell them. No one is forced to read or watch
your content; it’s your job to make them choose your
content over all the other options out there.

Both! I like to have a healthy balance between in-house
content creators and external voices. Internal resources
help you ensure you don’t miss key elements, messages
and stories that are true to your company’s values and
what your product or service stands for. External writers
help give you a different perspective and keep you from
focusing too much on your product. No one wants to have
a conversation with someone who only talks about himself.
Similarly, no one wants to read content that is all about
your company or your product, unless they are already
very close to the point of purchase.

// What are the trends/technologies that
you think will drive content marketing in
the future? How should businesses gear
up for this?
Video has been increasing in popularity for some time.
Recently, we’ve seen an increase in short, informal videos,
sparked by the popularity of Instagram Stories and Snapchat.
For businesses, this means that it’s time to get real and
unscripted, which can be scary. But I encourage even B2B
brands to show some personality and start experimenting
with social video. Your viewership and engagement numbers
will tell you what your audience likes and what they don’t.

// Despite having different stakeholders
and different content repositories, how do
you manage consistency (tone, language,
brand voice, messaging, etc.) in your
company’s content?

On the SEO side, search technologies continue to get smarter
and smarter about sending people to useful and interesting
content. It’s getting harder to cheat the algorithms and get
ahead of all the good content out there, and that’s a good
thing for those of us who have been investing in quality
content. To win at SEO, businesses need to identify the
topics their audiences care about, then write the best and
most thorough content on those topics. Put in the hard
work to create good content in the first place and it will
pay dividends in the long haul.

Good editors and talented – and flexible – writers are
critical for maintaining consistency in voice and tone. A
style guide is also very useful for training new content
creators and freelancers about how they should write for
your brand. Always include examples of on-brand and offbrand language in your guides. Mailchimp’s style guide is a
very good example.
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B2B content
marketers need
to stay relevant
Tricia Morris is Senior Director of Content Marketing and Social Media at
MicroStrategy, where she is responsible for strategy, thought leadership, influencer
marketing and content creation for demand generation. Before joining MicroStrategy,
she held senior product marketing positions at Microsoft where her content focus was
on customer experience and digital transformation. Tricia holds a Bachelor of Science in
News-Editorial Journalism from West Virginia University and has been recognized as an
ICMI Top 50 Thought Leader and Top Customer Service Thought Leader. She is also in
the list of 20 Customer Service Influencers You Must Follow and has a blog that is among
the 20 Best Customer Experience Blogs You Must Follow.
Interviewed by Shwetha Mahesh
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// How has the content marketing
function evolved in your company over
the past few years?

Another challenge is maintaining alignment with the
product and what the sales team needs. You want topof-the-funnel content that is compelling and that brings
a lot of readers, engagement, sharing and downloads,
but at the end of the day, it needs to hit home for your
brand and your product – and drive pipeline.

As with many enterprise B2B brands, our company has
evolved its content marketing function and strategy over
the last few years. We’ve shifted from primarily product
and sales-heavy content to working to become a trusted
resource for content that helps people do their jobs,
get buy-in for forward-thinking initiatives, stay on top
of trends and accelerate their digital transformation.
Some key goals in our evolution over the past few years
have been to

I’d say one more challenge that most B2B content
marketing executives face is planning with limited
resources and teams in mind. You really need to be
thoughtful about the balance between what you want to
do and what you can do (especially if you have a small
budget, and/or small team or no team, and/or limited
design assistance to produce a variety of assets). Having
a strategy that involves doing a lot can sometimes
produce less than doing a little. Impactful content
demands time, thoughtfulness and focus.

• Create a content marketing editorial calendar that
operates in lockstep with social media and demand
generation.
• Create our own custom research and thought
leadership content. We had lots of great bottomof-the-funnel product marketing content but
needed more top-of-the-funnel content marketing
assets to promote brand awareness and mindshare.

// What are the things to be kept
in mind before devising a content
marketing strategy?
Seven key things to keep in mind before devising a
content marketing strategy (and not necessarily in this
order) are

• Collaborate with analysts and influencers to coauthor informative, must-see content.
• Produce more thought leadership (versus selfpromotional) content on our blog to make it a
resource and destination for those in our space.

• The familiarity/knowledge/comfort with content
marketing when it comes to key executives and
approvers.

• Use higher quality content in more ways versus
just creating a lot of content (quality over quantity).

• Your brand’s messaging, voice and positioning.
• The content your customers and potential
prospects want or are interested in.

• Create more easily consumable content (short
video, infographics, etc.).

• The content your sales team needs to make
prospects believe they need your product or
services.

// What challenges do you face while
planning your content marketing
strategy?

• What is working (and not working) for other
brands?

As in most – and more traditional – B2B organizations,
getting buy-in for new types of content marketing can be
a challenge. You need to do your research and have the
business justification ready on why you believe a new
(and less traditional) investment will work.

• What is your organization trying to achieve with
content marketing (leads, awareness, influence, etc.)?
• What would success look like?
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// What tools and technologies do you
use for content marketing?

// Which channels have you found to be
most effective in reaching out to your
customers?

Some of the common tools and technologies most
B2B content marketers use are content management
systems (CMS) solutions, social media and social
sharing/listening/amplification tools, content curation
and recommendation solutions, customer-journey
mapping solutions, marketing insights solutions, and of
course, analytics tools.

For B2B content marketing, and for our organization
specifically (which focuses primarily on enterprise
customers, data and analytics as its subject matter),
we’ve found the most effective channels for content
engagement to be LinkedIn and Twitter. Twitter,
especially, can be extremely powerful if you can engage
influencers and become an influencer yourself, in
addition to focusing on the hashtags your audience uses
to follow, read and share content.

// What are the different metrics you
track to evaluate the effectiveness of
your content marketing strategy?

// Do you think it is better to have an
in-house content marketing team or
to outsource such services (including
ideation, content creation and
marketing)?

Common metrics that all content marketers should be
paying attention to are
• Pageviews/traffic growth
• Opt-ins

My personal thought, depending on the quality and
passion of your team, is that it’s better to have an inhouse content marketing team because they understand
the product, the people and the subject matter better,
and can more easily collaborate across teams to develop
ideas and compelling content. For design though, I’ve
found that it’s been better to outsource this as agencies
or contractors are usually better equipped and more
likely to deliver in the timeframe you’ve requested, and
they are usually better at taking a single piece of content
and creating multiple formats (videos, infographics,
interactive landing pages, decks, etc.) without too
many inputs or most of the pre-work being done by the
content creator.

• Lead generation/pipeline
• SEO ranking/backlinks
• Social sharing and amplification
• Sales enablement/use of business development
representatives (BDRs)
• Email open rates and webcast registrations
• Time on page
• Bounce rate
• Conversions/pipeline
• Sentiment
• Share of voice

// Despite having different stakeholders
and different content repositories,
how do you manage consistency (tone,
language, brand voice, messaging, etc.)
in your company’s content?

// Does content differ with respect to
the channel of distribution?
Absolutely. Content differs with respect to the channel.
Content marketers should always be thinking about
tone, format, length of content, imagery, engagement
and other factors depending on the channel they’re
sharing on.

This is a challenge for every organization, especially
larger ones. Throughout my career, I’ve relied on a
partnership with corporate marketing to develop
and provide very specific and descriptive branding
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guidelines to include logo use, colors, voice, tone, etc.,
and product marketing to develop and provide a very
specific messaging and positioning framework. From
there, you have to help educate internal and external
stakeholders on the importance of maintaining this
consistency – and help serve as an enforcer.

content marketing as a major and potentially impactful/
game-changing investment for their brand. Every brand
is becoming a publisher. The difference in the future will
be knowledge, quality, speed and an audience that wants
to engage with you.

// How relevant is content marketing
today, especially considering the
abundance of content available to
consumers?
Although content marketing is getting long in the tooth
as a marketing tactic, it’s never been more relevant. The
thing is, you can’t just create content for content’s sake
now and call creation and publishing a success. Your
audience doesn’t want to be pummeled with content.
There’s too much of it already. And they don’t usually
want a sales or advertising message, especially not right
at first (which a lot of brands still put out there). It’s
like going on a first date and giving the person a framed
picture of yourself as soon as they answer the door.
Nobody wants that.

Content marketers
should always be
thinking about tone,
format, length of
content, imagery,
engagement and
other factors
depending on the
channel they’re
sharing on.

But people are craving compelling, authentic, insightful
and emotional content. They want content that helps
them learn and do their jobs better. That’s what makes
content marketing still relevant and cuts through the
noise. My personal goal as a B2B content creator is
never to put something behind a gate that I wouldn’t give
my own contact information for.

// What are the trends/technologies
that you think will drive content
marketing in the future? How should
businesses gear up for this?
Some trends that I’m particularly interested in are
influencer marketing as part of content marketing,
and the use of machine learning/AI to recommend and
predict what content your audience wants, when they
want it, where they want it and how they want it.
Modern marketing organizations (and even those that
are behind) should gear up for this by truly thinking of
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Not more
content, but
better
content
Craig Dekshenieks is Director of Content and
Marketing Operations at Aderant, a global software
company. He has more than 25 years of experience in
marketing, having worked at an advertising agency, in
custom publishing and on the client side. His professional
path has given him a unique insight into the evolution
of marketing in the digital age and he believes effective
communication is the key to so many things in life, both inside
and outside of business. Craig holds a BA in Advertising from the
University of Georgia’s Grady School of Journalism.
Interviewed by Shwetha Mahesh
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// How has the content marketing
function evolved in your company over
the past few years?

platforms, because there are so many available, and
more about how you use them together to orchestrate
the execution of your plans.

Our strategy has always been that we don’t necessarily
need more content, we need better content. Therefore,
it’s an ongoing process that is never complete. A
positive feedback circle has been established between
the marketing department and our subject matter
experts to ensure we are focusing on the correct points
with our content.

// What are the different metrics you
track to evaluate the effectiveness of
your content marketing strategy?
We have a rule that we don’t do anything that can’t
be tracked. Through our automation platform, which
integrates with our database and web forms, we are able
to track much deeper than just opens and clicks. We
have found that the volume of our content a prospect
has engaged with has a direct correlation to sales
conversion. It has played out so many times that now
we can predict success with a high degree of certainty.

// What challenges do you face while
planning your content marketing
strategy?
The challenges usually involve getting people to change
from a fixed mindset to a growth mindset. While it’s
important to communicate the features and benefits, we
want to get to what drives decision-making. So, we have
to continuously remind people to ask themselves why,
instead of what and how. As with many other things
in our lives, both inside and outside the workplace,
changing a mindset can be difficult.

// Does content differ with respect
to the channel of distribution? Which
channels have you found to be most
effective in reaching out to your
customers?
Our outbound efforts center on email marketing, which
has become much more difficult since the inception of
GDPR due to its limitations and global implications.
Our inbound successes have come from strategic digital
partnerships. Any time you can reach a customer/
prospect directly, it’s much more effective than relying
on pull-through results.

// What are the things to be kept
in mind before devising a content
marketing strategy?
We all know that account-based marketing (ABM) is
the buzzword in marketing. But we like to take it a
step further. We approach it from an individual-based
marketing (IBM) standpoint. Consider that within an
account, you have influencers and decision-makers
that span a wide range of titles and job functions. For
example, if you’re communicating with an IT person,
the content should probably be different than if you are
communicating with a finance person.

// Do you think it is better to have an
in-house content marketing team or
to outsource such services (including
ideation, content creation and
marketing)?
The bulk of our content comes from an in-house team,
but we do employ a few contract writers for specific
items. We collect and consolidate the different points
of view from experts within the company, as well as
clients and partners outside the company. Our job is
to get as much information out of the subject matter
experts and then turn it into content that is digestible
for our targets.

// What tools and technologies do you
use for content marketing?
For promotional campaigns, we use an automation
platform with a social media component built-in,
and we use various platforms for webinars, our blog,
training, demos, etc. But, ultimately, it’s less about the
13

// Despite having different stakeholders
and different content repositories,
how do you manage consistency (tone,
language, brand voice, messaging, etc.)
in your company’s content?

obsolete every time Google tweaks their algorithm. As
the amount of content continues to increase, inevitably
there will be a surge in vendors who can promise
impressive metrics. But at the end of the day, it’s the
quality and relevance of the content that will win.

Ideally, it comes down to effective communication
among the stakeholders. Simply funneling all content
through a single person can be a daunting task and is
not a sustainable business practice. Instead, it’s internal
communication that brings everyone to the same place
so that they’re all speaking the same language – from
Marketing to Sales to the Executive team. It sounds easy
but it requires constant effort and commitment.

It’s important to
listen – to your own
team and especially
to your customers
and prospects. You
can learn a lot that
way and be better
prepared for the
creation phase.

// How relevant is content marketing
today, especially considering the
abundance of content available to
consumers?
Again, you don’t necessarily need more content, you
need better content. We have developed a taxonomy
of content for different stakeholders which utilizes
the formats best-suited for consumption. As content
marketing continues to evolve, the space gets more
crowded and it becomes difficult to stand out. From
a B2B perspective, I don’t see this changing for the
foreseeable future. It’s important to listen – to your own
team and especially to your customers and prospects.
You can learn a lot that way and be better prepared for
the creation phase. They’ll tell you what they want, if
you let them.

// How relevant is content marketing
today, especially considering the
abundance of content available to
consumers?
The latest trends and technologies always feel they have
to justify their existence with flashy numbers. These
technologies are always saying we’ll reach more people.
Technically speaking, yes, we do want to reach “more.”
However, it should be about reaching the right people,
not simply more people, in the B2B sector. The bells
and whistles can be enticing but they can also become
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Content
has become
a brand
differentiator
Moraima Garcia is Head of Unified Content Experience at SAP, where
she leads content projects involving digital experiences. In her role at SAP,
she combines a clear content strategy with the power of storytelling and
behavioral data. Moraima has over 20 years of experience in marketing and
communications, and is also an advocate for diversity, inclusion and women
in the workplace.
Interviewed by Shwetha Mahesh
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// How has the content marketing
function evolved in your company over
the past few years?

and promotion. We use our own software, like SAP
Marketing Cloud, and combine our stack with some
external tools that give us end-to-end execution and
measurement solutions.

We’ve evolved from best practices in different groups to
a Center of Excellence for content. We’ve also improved
the use of customer insights to deliver the content our
audiences really need. We are continually looking to
move the needle to produce the most relevant content
that supports our customers’ needs and drives business
impact.

// What are the different metrics you
track to evaluate the effectiveness of
your content marketing strategy?
KPIs must tie it all together. Specific metrics need to
be decided based on the business objectives for the
respective audience and where they are in the customer
journey. You need to look at reach, engagement,
efficiency and business impact and focus on the metrics
that make sense for your strategy. We have different
dashboards depending on what aspect you are analyzing,
but at the same time, we also look at the health of the
business.

// What challenges do you face while
planning your content marketing
strategy?
SAP has the most complete end-to-end business
portfolio of software products for multiple audiences
and the company is at the forefront of innovation with
our Intelligent Enterprise messaging. We have to be very
flexible to provide the right content at every stage in
the customer journey, stay true to our brand narrative
and evolve the formats and channels we use to deliver
the content.

// Does content differ with respect
to the channel of distribution? Which
channels have you found to be most
effective in reaching out to your
customers?

// What do you keep in mind while
devising a content marketing strategy?

For us, the content differs depending on the channel
you use, while the channel is selected according to
your business objectives and audience behavior. The
fragmentation of channels makes it harder to find the
right channel and content sometimes. But it also gives
you an opportunity to execute creative ideas with a low
budget, test assumptions and then put your money on
the most effective tactics and channels in your arsenal.
Instead of choosing the channel first, think about
customer needs in the beginning and go from there.
Also, conduct several tests and then put your money
behind the winners. That’s how you can become more
effective in your distribution and promotion of content.

Whatever the size of the company, the type of product
or whether you are a B2B or B2C company, it goes back
to the basic questions of any marketing strategy. But
it’s also very clear to us that you must start with the
customer. What is your customer trying to achieve?
Where do they find that information? How can you be
a trusted advisor to answer their questions with your
content?

// What tools and technologies do you
use for content marketing?
The tools you use must be connected to the whole
marketing strategy and execution. A tool designed
only for content marketing is never going to be as
good as a set of tools that give you the right insights
about the audiences, help you develop content ideas
and allow you to plan and manage production, delivery
17

// Do you think it is better to have an
in-house content marketing team or
to outsource such services (including
ideation, content creation and marketing)?

// What are the trends/technologies
that you think will drive content
marketing in the future? How should
businesses gear up for this?

Companies need to find a model that works for them.
Content marketing processes at a startup are very
different when compared to a global company with
thousands in the marketing department. I always
recommend that companies should own the strategy
and vision, and then hire the best partners to execute
marketing practices. However, companies should
know what to expect from third-party agencies. These
agencies are able to work together with companies and
provide value only if they have clear objectives and the
tools to measure success (or failure) in place.

Privacy concerns, hyper-personalization, machine
learning and IoT are key trends that will impact
marketing in general and could affect content marketing
more than other disciplines. How do you win and
maintain the trust of your audiences? How do you use
behavioral data in a secure and respectful way to keep
delivering the right experiences while also complying
with stricter regulations? How do you break through
the noise with relevant messages? Marketers need to
be technology savvy and be customer advocates. We
are in the experience economy and companies need to
have the right insights to make decisions that deliver on
their brand promises. Data and how you use it is at the
center of it all.

// Despite having different stakeholders
and different content repositories,
how do you manage consistency (tone,
language, brand voice, messaging, etc.)
in your company’s content?
We have made efforts to centralize content repositories
and use a unique set of metadata to avoid content
chaos. We also have a very strong partnership with our
Branding team to ensure the content created for all the
stakeholders is aligned with our strategy. Strong agency
enablement, spot quality checks and good content
guidance are all key to making this happen.

Companies need to
find a model that
works for them.
Content marketing
processes at a startup
are very different
when compared to
a global company
with thousands in the
marketing department.

// How relevant is content marketing
today, especially considering the
abundance of content available to
consumers?
The abundance of content makes it even more
imperative for audiences to find those sources they can
trust to deliver quality content that helps them every
day. That’s an opportunity for brands if they manage
to produce content that really helps their audiences.
Content is becoming a brand differentiator.
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Building
a content
marketing
strategy
for B2B

// How has the content marketing
function evolved in your company over
the past few years?
At Stericycle Environmental Solutions, we’re striving
to position ourselves as compliance and regulatory
experts. Having said that, we provide our customers –
who generate regulated waste in virtually any industry
(from manufacturers to Fortune 500 retailers) – with
value by curating relevant content for their specific
areas of expertise.

// What challenges do you face while
planning your content marketing
strategy?
Achieving the correct balance between relevant
content, timing and the channels being used can often be
a challenge for any marketing team. However, we focus
on being proactive and building strategies for each one
of these areas to help achieve that balance.

Matt Stewart is Director of Marketing at Stericycle
Environmental Solutions. He is responsible for marketing
communications activities, including company websites,
email, social media, advertising and public relations efforts.
Prior to joining Stericycle, Matt held key marketing positions
in the restaurant, retail and entertainment industries,
working for brands such as Cooper’s Hawk Winery and
Restaurants, Sears Holdings and Caesars Entertainment.

// What are the things you keep in mind
before devising a content marketing
strategy?
It’s crucial to establish and align on KPIs, and then build
a cadence of check-ins to ensure you can accurately
measure progress. It’s also important to establish goals.
Our overarching goal is to place the right message, to
the right customer, at the right time.

Interviewed by Shwetha Mahesh
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// What tools and technologies do you
use for content marketing?

// Despite having different stakeholders
and different content repositories,
how do you manage consistency (tone,
language, brand voice, messaging, etc.)
in your company’s content?

We’re currently using a combination of tools to push
content on the various channels (social, digital, email).
These have helped us to understand our customers’
needs better and drive key KPIs like open rate, clickthrough rate and impressions higher.

Communication and teaching are key to ensuring the
teams are aligned and keep content consistent. We have
put a system of checks and balances in place to ensure
our content is consistent before it reaches the end user.

// What are the different metrics you
track to evaluate the effectiveness of
your content marketing strategy?

// How relevant is content marketing
today, especially considering the
abundance of content available to
consumers?

Metrics will vary across different channels, but they all
eventually lead back to customer engagement with the
brand. Defining and aligning on these metrics is crucial
for an organization to help analyze performance and
guide strategy.

Providing consumers relevant content is highly impactful
as technology has enabled consumers to have many
choices at their disposal. Offering customers value
through targeted blog posts, newsletters and webinars
are key differentiators that set brands apart in a very
crowded marketplace.

// Does content differ with respect
to the channel of distribution? Which
channels have you found to be most
effective in reaching out to your
customers?

// What are the trends/technologies
that you think will drive content
marketing in the future? How should
businesses gear up for this?

Yes, content will differ across channels as a message
that worked on a paid digital ad for a particular audience
won’t necessarily have the same impact in an email
campaign. We have found success in digital, social and
email, and are exploring new channels and technologies
to better serve our content strategy.

We’ve already seen signs of brands leveraging
automation and algorithms to provide consumers with
relevant content through their preferred channel.
Automating content curation across different platforms
is a key trend many brands are likely to adopt, if they
haven’t done so already. Businesses can prepare for
this by identifying key resources and building content
automation into their long-term planning.

// Do you think it is better to have an
in-house content marketing team or
to outsource such services (including
ideation, content creation and
marketing)?
It’s a combination of both as each can bring different
perspectives to the given areas and the alignment
eventually helps to produce a more complete product.
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Using digital content
marketing strategically
Creating a DCM strategy

Rajesh Nanarpuzha is Assistant Professor of Marketing
at IIM Udaipur. Previously, he has worked as a brand
manager at Dabur, and as a business consultant in the
retail and consumer goods domains at Cognizant and Tata
Consultancy Services. Rajesh has an MBA from IIM Indore
and a Doctorate in Marketing from IIM Ahmedabad.

As Gagnon (2014) notes, with any product information
just a few clicks away, ‘conventional’ marketing is
becoming less effective in B2B settings. In this scenario,
DCM offers a clear opportunity to engage with potential
customers. However, this is effective only when DCM
is considered an intentional strategic choice (Johnson &
Sparks, 2013).

The importance of compelling content to drive digital
engagement in B2B settings is being increasingly
acknowledged (Taiminen & Ranaweera, 2019). However,
the path to success in the use of Digital Content
Marketing (DCM) is less well-understood. Partly, this
stems from a lack of understanding of what DCM really
is. This lack of understanding, in turn, is a consequence
of firms focusing too narrowly on tools for DCM
implementation – a classic case of not being able to see
the forest for the trees.

In creating an effective DCM strategy, the first
imperative is to adopt a ‘content-first’ approach.
According to Gagnon (2014), this implies that content
should form the core of any marketing program. What
this also implies is that any content developed by a firm
should help in uniquely positioning the product and the
firm. Jarvinen and Taiminen (2016) characterize digital
content specific to targeted customers’ needs, digital
content which helps to create value, and content which
helps customers solve problems rather than focus on
selling a product as high- quality digital content for B2B
environments. Secondly, Johnson and Sparks (2013)
mention that firms should never lose sight of the fact
that all content should aim to build visibility and help
to build trust and credibility. An authoritative voice
- calling out the firm’s expertise, suggesting thought
leadership - is critical in building trust and credibility
(Barry & Gironda, 2017). Finally, firms need to decide on
the online vehicles that will be best suited to carry the
content to the targeted audience.

To gain from efficient use of DCM, it is imperative to
view it from a wider perspective. Holliman and Rowley’s
(2014) definition of DCM as “creating, distributing
and sharing relevant, compelling and timely content
to engage customers at the appropriate point in their
buying consideration processes, such that it encourages
them to convert to a business building outcome” is a
good starting point to understand DCM in its entirety.
The focus is on targeting the right customer, with
the most appropriate content, at the right instant for
better business outcomes. In this article, I focus on
helpful insights from academic literature on developing
an appropriate DCM strategy, and ways to execute it
successfully.
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Implementing DCM

imperative and CMOs need to be personally involved
in creating a DCM strategy and execution plan for their
firms, to reap real benefits.

Academic literature offers pointers for effectively
implementing a DCM strategy. For example,
Rooderkerk and Pauwels (2016) mention that readable,
often controversial posts, with a higher practical utility,
written by someone perceived as an expert, gain the
higher number of comments on Linkedin posts. Also,
Wang et al. (2017) find that attending existing customers’
digital events and consuming their digital content help in
increasing sales leads.
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CMO implications
In most B2B firms, DCM budgets are rising, indicating
an acceptance of its importance in B2B environments.
However, its transformational potential is less wellunderstood. CMOs have the opportunity of creating
marketing programs with DCM as its core. Also, it
could be important to see what DCM could potentially
be combined with in a firm’s business environment,
for better business outcomes. DCM is a strategic
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